Afternoon Lab Notes

A discussion took place in which the team was brought up to speed. It was important to make sure that the new team members were aware of all the work that took place last semester. In addition, filling Ethan in was important as well. Professor Helm weighed in on some of our issues and insisted that we focus on what is important and not things that would be “nice” to have. A list of tasks was created for everyone to hold the team over until an actual schedule is created.

- Get everyone on the same page
- Create tasks for the weekend
- Sent email to entire team about the status of the afternoon section
- Responsibilities
  - Power Supply: A new power supply is needed to efficiently charge the cells – Sabbir/Kai
  - DAQ: Work with Labview to characterize/charge/discharge cells. – Gerry/Simon/et. al
  - Website: Improve and update website. – John/Sabbir
  - Thermal Analysis: Cell thermal analysis to assist Ethan in packaging cells. – Ethan/AJ
  - Specific Tests: Outline specific tests to be carried out on cells – John/AJ
  - Packaging: Charging and discharging circuitry/systems. – Ethan

Focusing on the critical tasks and communication are the keys to success for this project.